• "Shift Theorem" We Found is Given by:(hep-th/0609192)
• Using This We Find The Following Non-Perturbative Formula For Charged Scalar Production From Arbitrary Time Dependent Electric Field E(t) via Schwinger Mechanism:(hep-th/0611125)
• Now I Will Present the Derivation of These Results
• General Formulation of Schwinger Mechanism in Scalar QED
• where for scalar field theory
and The one loop effective action is given by
• We assume that the time dependent electric field E(t) is along the z-axis. We choose the Axial gauge A 3 = 0 so that
• This Involves Infinite Number of Non-Commuting Terms Between E(t) and d dt in The Exponential
• Hence This is a Much Difficult Problem Than the Schwinger's Constant Electric Field E Problem
• "Shift Theorem" Involving Sum of Non-Commuting Operators in the Exponential inside Path Integrals
• Next we change the x integration variable to x where
• The limits for x remain ±∞. Under this change of integration variable one also has dx = dx . Hence
• Explicit Verification of "Shift Theorem" For a Special Case:
• The Left Hand Side Gives dW dp = 1 2π +∞
• The Right Hand Side Gives dW dp = 1 2π +∞ −∞ dx f 1 (y) e −a 2 (y)x 2 f 2 (y)
• Hence as a result of the shift theorem we find
• We Will Explicitly Verify This by Direct Expansion of the Exponential and Then Integrating Over x From −∞ to +∞
• For Sum of Two Non-Commuting Operators A and B: e −(A+B) = e −A [1 +
• Integrating over x from −∞ to +∞ We Write
• After Performing the x i s and x Integration We Find
• Two Powers of d dy Are Contained Only in I 1 and I 2
• Adding (−I 1 ) and I 2 We Find
• Hence we Find I 2 − I 1 is Independent of two Powers of d dy
• Similarly, Four Powers of d dy Are Contained Only in I 2 , I 3 and I 4 . We Find For −I 1 + I 2 − I 3 + I 4 :
• Which is Independent of Four Powers of d dy
• Hence We Find −I 1 + I 2 − I 3 + I 4 is Independent of Four Powers of d dy .
• This Pattern Continues and the Coefficients of Each n Power of d dy (where n =1,2,3,4...∞) Vanish.
• Hence We Explicitly Verify That:
• As a Result of Shift Theorem We Find That 
